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                                                                                                                    The online gambling industry has been growing rapidly in recent years, and Thailand is no exception. With more and more people turning to online casinos to satisfy their gambling needs, it's important to choose a casino that offers a safe, secure, and enjoyable experience. Live Casino House is one of Thailand's leading                                                                                                            
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                                                                                                                    MARTA, the National Archaeological Museum of Taranto, has been connecting people to the past through archaeological treasures since the museum’s establishment in 1887. For nearly 150 years, MARTA has occupied the same location on the former Convent of the Friars Alcantarini grounds in Taranto, Italy. Previously a judicial prison, the convent was                                                                                                            
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                                                                                                                    Visiting Hours Museo Taranto Museum is opened every day unless otherwise communicated. We also do have special spring, holiday and summer opening hours that are usually determined annually. This is usually the special hour opening. Admissions. To gain entrance to the Museo Taranto Museum, you have to get tickets. You can Purchase                                                                                                            
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                                        This is the most Prestigious Museum in the City, making it a must-see heritage for any newcomer in Italy. It has over 300 items in its Collection that make it rewarded with repeat visits and newcomers who come to get a brief taste of the riches offered here. Its Collection ranges from the impressionist masterpieces to the fascinating oriental treasures. We invite you to discover what is best that we provide to the World. Enjoy Your Visit!! In 1998, the museum began restructuring, undergoing a radical overhaul in January 2000, that saw it being partially reopened to the public on December 21, 2007. As at December 22, 2013, the new sections of the museum exhibition devoted to the Roman city, the late antique and the early medieval city until the restructuring of the 11th century AD Byzantine were reopened to the public. In addition, the reopening saw an integration of                                        
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                                Renowned for being one of the finest national museums in Italy, its artifacts assembly is predating back when the city was colonized by the Dorians from Sparta. With close to two hundred thousand finds and artifacts ranging from Pre-history to the Middle Ages, the exhibition trail contains one of the most important archeological collections in Italy. For anyone who fancies the Greek colonies of the Mediterranean, the new displays are definitely for you! Just as with several museums around the world, the National Archeological Museum of Taranto also includes in its collection the exquisite statue of Thot in the form of a baboon, one of the most renowned Egyptian Deities.


                                
                                                                                                        

                            

                        

                    

                                            
     
                                    
                
                    


                    
                        
                            
          

    
        
            
The museum’s elevated floor is used for temporary exhibitions and conferences whereas the first floor houses the Greek-Roman section innate in the Tarantino society. Moreover, the museum’s second floor houses the prehistoric section of the Paleolithic and Bronze Age that is inherent in the entire Apulian territory. In the very last room, there are funeral epigraphs put in place by Jews, Muslims, and Christians, documenting the differences in culture and religion by people present in Taranto between the 4th and 11th century AD. Without forgetting, the museum is also home to the incredible treasure of the Ori of Taranto, a true anthology of the Hellenistic goldsmith art!
Also, the museum’s beautiful stands showcase gold embellished with colored stones and glass pastes, Greek polychrome pottery, bones, ivory alongside imported stained glass which features burial crematorium of the imperial age. A new exhibition robe donated by Bishop Ricciardi to the museum and reserved for paintings is also present.
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The section that is devoted to the city from late antique Byzantine age offers an extensive documentation of the mosaic pavements inclusive of public and private housing, along with geometric patterns and polychrome figurative and strati-graphic excavations of recent materials, all which have provided relevant data to the reconstruction of the historic center through historical ages.
With the reconstruction of antique environments of Paolo Quagliati alongside purchases and donations made to the museum, the history section of the museum has completely been renewed.

We also have the collaborated with Casumo and Codere that now offer a new slot machine inspired by museums. Click here to read more about Casumo’s inspiration behind their new online slot. Codere offers a different type of slot and uses some of the best graphics of all time!

Also, pots stolen from archeological sites in the Apulian territory and converged in foreign museums have since been returned and today available to public use in MARTA. Museotaranto is sponsored by LiveCasinoHouse
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